Interdisciplinary Training Seminar in Education Sciences:

Fridays, 12:00-1:30  
Education Sciences 13th floor Board Room

Schedule of Meetings

January 26:  Adam Gamoran, Sociology, and Geoffrey Borman, ELPA: “Teacher Quality and Quality Teaching.”


February 16:  Mark Seidenberg, Psychology: “Education Science and Education Ideology.”


March 9:  NO MEETING (Student visit day in Sociology)

March 16:  Seth Pollak, Psychology: “How Social Experience Gets Under the Skin: Neurobiological Approaches to Understanding Children at Risk.”


March 30:  AERA practice presentations

April 6:  NO MEETING – SPRING BREAK

April 13:  NO MEETING – AERA

April 20:  Ana Cristina Collares, Sociology, and Elaine Vilela, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil: “Connecting Schools and Communities: An Assessment of a Program in Brazilian Schools Using Propensity Score Analysis.”

May 4: Carl Frederick, Sociology: “Are Standardized Tests and Social Participation Complementary?”